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5a eONIIES INTEINATIONAL I'ÄCOIS™1« 
7-14 018 
ram AMPinoDi wns n LIQUIDS AID souie* 

H.A. BTMIMI« 

Sayurtant of Rijrsles, UM ttaltvnlty of VraattM«, and 
Solid Stet« DlTlsloB, Oak Rtdfli ■atlonal Laboimtory 

BM djjttortlan of an Initially alouaoldal ultraaonle «at* raoantly obatrrad In 
aolldr^an ba daaerlbad In a «py analogoua to that prerloualy uaad for llqulda, 
•xeapt for oartain eoaplleatloaa aaaoelatad vlth eryatalllna properties,   lha non- 
llnaarlty paw—taw eaa ba Introduoad In a ralatlvaly alapl« «ay If the taxaa In 
tha non-llnaar dlffarantlal aquation ara groutpad properly.   Thla raaultt in a 
fbiaaliaa «hieh alloaa ona to diaeuas non-llnaar affaeta in llquida and aolida 
analogoualy and to point out paraaatarn «hidi differ ai^iifieaatly and thua 
eharaeterlte tha two aaaia.   Wa ha-ve aada aaaaureatnta by different teehniquaa, 
ualn« reculta found in one aedlua to eu«ttat linaa of inveatlpition in the other. 

Baflaetion of Dlatorted Wwaa in LlqMida. 

It la poaaible to gain infonation about the behavior of a dlatorted ultraaonle 
nave on reflection froa a boundary throutfi the uaa of the diffraction of light.   A 
5 ae ultiaaonie eava la generated in «atar and allowed to propagate a dietanee 
equal appradaately to the diaeontinuity diatanoa.   At thla point a reflector la 
placed in tha mter auch that the dlatorted ultraaonle eaie la reflected at an 
angle of appradaately 15°.   A beaa of lltfit froa a point aouree paaalng through 
the eater in the region of Interaction of the incident and reflected «avea la 
diffracted by both eavea.    Ihe diffraction pattema resulting ehen one uaea two 
art really different reflectora ara ahowa in ?lg. 1. 

(•) 

(*) 

(c) 

,^\\\\\W      :;iiHi? 

XISID BOUHDAltr 
(eater-brass) 

Wg. 

(eater-air) 
PgCg « pjCi 

1.    Light diffraction resulting froa interaction of distorted eavea. 

P2C2 » p^ 

Tbeae diffraction patterns can be understood by obaerrlng the position of the tero 
order and raalialng that the distorted ultiasonlc eave behaves in auch the aaae 
nay aa a blase grating.    Ihe distortion In the ultrasonic «avefora leada to an 
aayatrtea] diffraction pattern.    Ihe diffraction patten reaulting froa a single 

•Research sponsored by the U.S. Atoalc Energy CoBalsslon under contract with the 
Utalon Caibide Corporation and by the Office of Naval Reaeareh under Contract Ho. 
•»289. 
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dlitortod ultrMonle «•«• progreialng to the rl^it Is ahown In rig. 1(a). 
MffrMtloD yattams ptroduead In tba Interference region before boundaries having 
cxtr-at Tnluaa of aeouatle l^edanee era shown In Fig. 1(b). these patterns can 
be fiwliaad as the diffraction pattern resulting «hen each of the orders produced 
by the Incident w«e Is diffracted by the reflected wave. Bie difference In the 
asTawtnr of the pattern caused by the reflected wave produces a aarkedly different 
appasjaaoa of the overall patten. These patterns can be explained by assualng 
that the distortions of the reflected eaves in the two cases are as Indicated In 
the dlagraau (Fig. 1(e).) 'AM mve reflected froa a resilient boundary Is distort- 
ed In a direction opposite to that reflected froa a rigid boundary, and actually is 
now in an unstable condition beoause the non-linear effects now cause the higher 
hamoolos to decrease. 

Bisse obasrwstlons are consistent with irtiat one ayjaijijgfjtlifli^1* expression 

for the phase shift on reflection froa an interface and assualng that the phase 
shift of each haiaonio ia the ssae as that of au äquivalent sinusoidal wave. It 
should be pointed out in paasing that  is equation predicts the unstable wavefon 
in the reflected «avs for a rigid boundary as well as the resilient boundary «hen 
the distorted save is at grating incidence. 

Let us ocoaidor nonal incidence. If the eav» is noxaally incident the asyaeetry 
of the diffraction pattern indicates that standing eaves are syiaetrlcal for the 
rigid boundary and asj—trioal for the resilient boundary. This fact Is very 
liyortant in the study of solids, for the stress-free boundary condition obtaining 
Vssn an ultrasonic eave lapinats internally on the end of a solid Is analogous to 
the resilient boundary discussed here. Solution of this problea of a standing 
finite aaplituds wave in a solid could present a new aeans of evaluating the third 
order elastic constants. Such a solution is in progress. An alternative aethod 
is to consider the distortion of progressive finite aaplltude eaves. 

Progressiv« Finite A^litade Waves In Solids. 

m the study of the propa^tion of a finite a^litude ultrasonic wave In a solid 
or a liquid it is usual to consider solutions to the non-linear differential 
equation satisfying the boundary condition that at x ■ 0, the dlsplaceaent 
U - A Sin at. 

One can fonsilate the problea such that the propagation of a longitudinal ultra- 
sonic wave in either type of aediua can be described by the equation 

Oo»tt " *8(ö„ + »Ax) ♦ Wxx (2) 
Acre OM is the second tiae derivative of the dlsplaceaent, and the coefficients 
Kg and K* art introduced to aake notation slaple in describing a non-linear solid. 
For a cubic crystal the coefficients Kg and K, are combinations of the ordinary 
elastic constants and the third order elastic constants, respectively. These 
eoahinatloos depend on the direction of propagation of the ultrasonic wave with 
respect to the crystal aaea and are given for three crystal directions In Thble I. 
For a liquid the coahination -(Äg ♦ K*)/to 1« replaced by l/A ♦ 2, «here A and B 
are coefficients of the fkgrlor expansion of the pressure in tens of the conden- 
sation. For a ips this would be 7 ♦ 1. 

In deciding how auch an initially sinusoidal nave will distort In propagating 
through a given aedlw, it is useful to consider the discontinuity distance L, the 
propagation distance required for an initially sinusoidal eave to develop a dis- 
continuity In the particle velocity. This Is given by 

l "       / w. . ,   .    V  (3) 
(J^ ..v, % 

«here Oo is the particle displacasent aavlitude at tLe source.    As an exa^le of 

1 r 
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tb» twtaftvlor of aolldt eoagpurod with fluids, wlu*« of L an oaleulatcd for • 
y> aeptcycle W»TB In wter «ad for wurloiu dlrtetlona In gtxaaalia.    lh«M valuas 
•re given In fnhlt 11.    Vor an atmawd touree amplitude U0 ■ 1 A, a typical valut 
of the dlMontlnulty dlrtanee In «star would he 15 cm; for feiaaalui It would he 
between 120 and $00 ea dapending oo the direction of propapttlon In the cryrtal. 

Direction K- K 

[no:     Cu + c^ ♦ acy»        cm * »ua ♦ lac!« 

[inl     c11 ♦ ac^ ^ kc^      cm ^ fc^ > lac^ ♦ skc^ * ac^ ♦ ifc^ 

3 9 

table I. Kg and K3 for [100], [110], and [111] Direction!. 

Direction         K h «»0 »• 1» 

[110]  1.266 x 1012 dynes/c^ -2.20 x 1013 dyne«/«2 
5. (A x lO"6 

»0    "• 

[110]  1.053 x 1012 -3.93 x 1013 
1.16 x lO-6 

Uo    "• 

[111]  0.97W x 1012 -3.36 x 1013 1.2 x 10"6  Ä 
Oo 

IU>la XX. Dlaooetlailty Dlataaoe In Per—nil» 

For propMatlon dlttaaeac Mall iii^innfl «1th the dleeootlnulty dlataaoe, a parturt- 
atlon •olutloo of the non-linear differential eqwatlon 1« aeourata aacutft to allow 
one to calculate the nonllnearlty panavter t/ä for fluids or the thlrt older 
elastic ocostasts of solids. Coapared with the diaoootimilty distances calewlatad 
ahowe It is dear that the ultrasonic path In solid ssaples of ordinary sites 
would he quite aall so that a partuitatloa solution of Iq. 1 should he quite 
accuxate. Ihsrefare, «hen the distortion of the finite ■^Utiide «awe is larpe 
enou^b to aeasure, this Should he aa aeeuzate weans of dstaiBlBlaf the third order 
elastic oonstaats of solids pruwlded the atteousttlon can he oontrolled sufficleetljr. 

A peiturtatloa solution of Iq. 2 ingtexws of the discontinuity distaaoe L Is 

0 - U0 81n(kx - u)t) * |£»  Cos 2(kx - aut) ♦ ... (k) 

this solution predicts that the second hsiaonie in a diftun-tad ultrsaonlc «awe is 
proportional to the distance froa a sinusoidal driver sad proportional to the 
square of the fttndssantal amplitude.   Base functional relationships serve as a 
check on cxperlaent sad as a aeaas of detcmlalng Msthei ahaorption is negllcthle 

ade oa [111] sa^laa of uuppei siagla arystals usin« a 
pulse technique.    Results of aesaifeaeirts of the first transadtted pulse in an 
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9.1 a sa^le of oopper are given la Kg. 2, whiah 1* a log-leg plot of 
the amplitude* of the second haraonlc and the funAttental, relative to an 
arbitrarily established n f t m w , aa a function of source amplitude. it la seen 
that there la a considerable rang* of source amplitudes for which the seeond 
haraonlc curve has a slope of 2 which la expected If there la a square relation-
ship bertwaen thea. 

1000 
In Tig. 3 1* glvsn the distance 
dapaadraee of the second haraonlc 
using sables of various lengths. 
Iota that the above results on 
liquids show, that one 
successive reflections In the 
sample to study path Imgfch 
ence, since on each return trip the 
second ha Tronic Is generated with 
phase opposite to that produced by 
reflection, with the result that c 
the ware "undlstorts". The behavior ̂  
before and after a neutron boafeard- > 
aant of 3»6 x lCr-5 neutrons/ca2 Is 
shown. One sees that the amplitude 
of the second haraonlc increases 
with distance as It should. 
Further, the expected linear In-
crease with distance Is laproved 
after baebardaeirt. As the distance 
increases the second haraonlc evid-
ently Is approaching a aaninii 
value; however It appears that at 
shorter distances the curve Is 
reasonable linear, In agreeaent 
with theoretical predictions. Bie 
rapid Initial Increase In the pre-
bcabardaent second h&raonlr can be 
attributed to th» non-linear inter-
action of dislocations, which evid-
ently reduces the effective dis-
continuity distance. Reutron boab-
ardaent appears to reduce this dls-
location interaction In copper to 
the point that the effects of the 80 
non-linearity of the crystal ^ 
lattice becoae dcalnant. 

- SBCOKD HAMuHIC 

K g . 2. Behavior of Fundaaental 
and second haraonlc In annealed 
[111] copper saaple as function 
of source amplitude. 

HEPOir: HBOTBON BCKBAHEMH»T 
AJTER NEOTRON BOMBAHDCST 

QUABTZ 
VOLTS 

Kg. 3- Behavior of the second haraonlc 
In [111] copper saaples as function of 
distance, shoving the effect of neutron 
bostbardaent. 
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Distorted Wave In te rac t ion at Boundaries* 

A. L. Van Buren 
and 

M. A. Breazeale 
Department of Physics, The University of Tennessee 

Knoxville, Tennessee 

When a distorted ultrasonic wave is reflected from a boundary, 

interesting phenomena can arise. For example, if the harmonics are 

shifted in phsse relative to each other by the right amount, then the 

reflected wave can actually be distorted backward. On further prop-

agation the same phenomenon which caused the wave to become distorted 

in the first piece now "undistorts" the wave and the waveform again 

approaches a sinusoid. In a nondispersive medium these modified phase 

relations between the harmonics will be maintained until this undistor-

tion is completed. The change of phase of each of the harmonics upon 

reflection from the surface is the cause of this phenomenon. In the 

case of a sinusoidal wave, when the angle of incidence is greater than 

a critical angle, a phase shift occurs that is dependent on the charac-

ter of the boundary and on the angle of incidence. One can now study 

the non-sinusoidal case and make some assumptions about the relation 

P̂resented at the 70th meeting of the Acoustical Society of 
of America, (j. Acoust. Soc. Am. 33, 931 (A) (1965.) 
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between the sinusoidal and nonsinusoidal cases. 

Since the non-sinusoidal case is a non-linear phenomenon, 

strictly speaking,  superposition is not completely valid, so that the 

results of such a study will be a test of both the linear theory and 

the approximations to the non-linear theory. 

In our theoretical consideration we assumed that the Fourier 

components of the distorted wave were reflected in the same way as a 

sinusoidal wave of the same frequency.    We can test this assumption by 

comparison of phase shifts measured in distorted waves with those cal- 

culated from theory. 

If a reflected ultrasonic pulse  is monitored by a transducer 

tuned to the second harmonic, and if the amplitude is not too great, 

then the received signal can be analyzed in terms of only a fundamental 

end a second harmonic term.    In this case the phase angle between the 

two harmonics as seen by the second harmonic is equal to the phase 

shift upon reflection plus a constant phase difference for all angles 

of incidence. 

Expressions for the complex ratio of the amplitude of the reflec- 

ted wave to that of the  incident wave have been developed from linear 

theory consideration.    Lord H^yleigh considered the linear wave inter- 

action at a liquid-liquid interface and obtained an expression for the 

phase shift of the reflected wave relative to the incident wave.    Here 
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only longitudinal waves need be considered. Therefore, the expression 

is relatively simple. 

_n the case of the liquid-solid interface, however, sheer waves 

in the solid must be considered, and the resulting expressions become 

more complicated. This problem was considered by Knott. Use of his 

equations lead to the reflectance as given by Ergin in 1952. One can 

rewrite this expression for two major regions, one region between the 

critics! angle fox the longitudinal wave and the critical angle for the 

shear wave; the other region from the shear critical angle to grazing 

ir.c idence. This results in a complex ratio with the phase shift given 

in the usual manner. For the theoretical curves then, we have consid-

ered only linear theory while the distortion itself is a nonlinear 

phenomenon. 

The experimental apparatus involved a pulsed two transducer 

system, each transducer being mounted on an arm free to rotate about 

a central axis, A reflector was immersed in the liquid. Its face was 

placed along the axis of the system so that once alignment was obtained 

for one angle, the arms could be rotated to another angle, and align-

ment would be maintained. The angle was measurable to within one tenth 

of a degree by use of a calibrated scale mounted on the central rod. 

Alignment was achi-ved for normal incidence by use of the same trans-

ducer as a transmitter and a receiver. The received waveform was 
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monitored by a transducer tuned to the second harmonic.    This accen- 

tuated the second harmonic and thus allowed the use of more moderate 

amplitudes.    At each angle of incidence the amplitude was decreased 

until the monitored waveform was sinusoidal.    Then the arm containing 

the receiver was rotated until the maximum signal was received.    Now the 

received waveform represented the reflected wave for the measured angle 

of incidence,    ^t larger amplitudes then the received waveform for var- 

ious angles of Incidence was monitored and photographed. 

The weveforms were then synthesized by using two audio signal 

generators.    The phase difference was then obtained from the resulting 

Lissajous pattern when the synthesized waveform was identical to the 

reflected waveform.    The correction to the phase shift was obtained from 

the case where no phase shift occurs upon reflection.    Amplitudes were 

also obtained but involved the frequency response of the receiving trans- 

ducer. 

Of the parameters involved in the theoretical expressions, the 

only one involving difficulty in measuring is the velocity of the shear 

wave in the solid.    This was obtained with the same apparatus by meas- 

uring the received amplitude when the output voltage was very low so 

that the received waveform was distorted.    As the critical angle was 

approached the reflectance increased sharply reaching unity exactly at 

the critical angle.    This method leads to measurements of the critical 
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angle to within three tenths of a degree. 

Figure 1 gives the phase shift for a water-brass interface. The 

solid curve is the theoretical curve while the triangles represent the 

experimental points. Note the two critical angles. After the first 

critical angle we begin to obtain non-zero phase shifts. The location 

of u'hat we call the transition region here is largely determined by the 

location of the shear critical angle. It is interesting that almost 

all of the experimental points lie outside the theoretical curve. 

Figure 2 gives the results for a water-aluminum interface. 

The important feature is that the qualitative relation of the experi-

mental points to the theoretical curve is the same as for the water-

brass interface. Again the transition region occurs earlier for the 

experimental data. 

However, this discrepancy is real and probably not the result of 

the experimental method. As an example of this, consider the transition 

region. To bring the transition region of the theoretical curve into 

conjunction with that of the experimental points would require over a 

10$, change in the shear velocity. Thus the discrepancy probably lies in 

the expressions for the phase shifts. Of course, the discrepancy 

between theory and experiment is not so great if we consider the assump-

tions that were made, particularly those of linearity and independent 

reflection of each harmonic. 
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Let us now look at the effect of amplitude on the phase shifts. 

Figure 3 shows the reflected wave-Torm for various relative pressures for 

an angle of incidence of 30,3° in the case of water-aluminum.    This 

angle corresponds to the transition region as measured experimentally. 

This waveform was chosen because of its symmetry.    If the phase relation 

between the fundamental and the second harmonic remains constant as the 

pressure is increased then the syimnetry should be maintained.    Note that 

except for the last case where a very large acoustic pressure was present 

the waveforms are all symmetrical indicating no relative phase shift of 

the harmonics with amplitude.    Tiie pressures used in the experiments 

were far below that represented by the last waveform which corresponds 

to a pressure of ,> 7 atmospheres.    If one neglects losses,  this pres- 

sure is calculated at 24 atraoapheres.    Thus it appears that the effects 

are not a function of amplitude. 

Figure U shows the results for a water-glycerin interface. 

Experimentally this was effected by use of a thin sheet of a polymer 

between the waier and the glycerin.    The unit containing the glycerin 

was also placed at the central axis.    The discrepancy between theory and 

experiment is very marked.    However, problems exist in alignment, partic- 

ularly due to the fact that the polymer was never truly planar because 

of the effects of glycerin on it as well as its tendency to stretch. 

Use of mica or another fairly rigid material as a separator will solve 

■p"«" 
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this problem in the future. 

Yet the scatter of the experimental points  is rather small and 

indicates that the linear theoretical expression is inadequate.    There is 

an entirely different curvature for the first half of the curve.    This 

agrees qualitatively with the curvature of the phase shift measurements 

made by Gessert and Hiederaann for glycerin to carbon-tetrachloride by 

stroboscopic techniques. 

The rest of the curve  is drastically different however, since the 

phase shift rises above 130° and then approaches 130° as the angle of 

incidence approaches 90° whereas the theoretical phase shift is never 

greater than ]30o and is monotonically increasing with angle of inci- 

dence.    We know that Rayleigh waves and other surface waves may occur in 

the polymer for specific angles of incidence.    The region in the vicin- 

ity of these two points may correspond to the region where these waves 

are produced. 

IJ   corclusion then,  it appears that this method of measuring 

phase shifts gives precise results, but that a gap exists between the 

experimental results and theoretical expressions based or. the obvious 

extensions of linear theory. 
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A STUDY OF DEVICES FOR THE CONCENTRATION 

OF ULTRASONIC WAVES* 

Chartas Poss Endslay  III 
Department of physics 

The University of Tennessee 
Knorwiilo., Tennessee 

T INTRODUCTION 

One of the aias of the Ultrasonics Group Is the study of the 

physical effects of finite amplitude ultrasonic waves.    It is known 

that the nonlinear term in the differential equation describing the 

density of the medium is large enough to produce certain types of dis- 

tortion of the waveform when the amplitude is very large; however« it 

has been pointed out by Naugolryrkh (i96-4)  that even for very small 

amplitudes»  if the wave front is spherical,   the nonlinearity of the 

medium will become very important at the center of curvature where the 

waves come to a focus.    It was thsrefore decided to study the focus- 

sing properties of certain well-known devices with the idea that later 

detailed investigations of the nonlinear behavior at the focus could 

be made.    Two devices were ptudieds    an exponential horn and a aone 

plate.    It turned out that special adaptations of both of these devices 

had to be made in order to use the schlieren optical technique to 

*Thii report is an excerpt from a thesis presented to the Grad- 
uate Council of The university of Tennessee in partial fulfillaent of 
the requirements for the Degree of Master of Science.    The work described 
was done under contract 4289 (01) with the Office of Naval Research. 
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study tbalr focussing propertios.   This report is a description of 

experiments made in the study. 

The exponential horn is probably used most often as a device to 

match the impedance of a driver in a loudspeaker system to the imped 

ance of the surrounding air.    This type of horn can be turned around^ 

however, and used to concentrate sound energy.    Mason and Wick (1951, 

used a solid exponential horn to increase the amplitude of vibration 

by a factor of ten.    KrassilniJcov (1963) describes this seme idea in 

less detail, and Makarov (1964) discusses the finer details of the 

design of such a horn.    These horns were designed for low frequencies 

and were only a few half-wavelengths long.    For example. Mason's horn 

was half a wavelength (at 18 k.c.) long and the medium transmitting the 

energy in the horn was brass.    The horn to be discussed here, however» 

is 134 wavelengths (at 2 mc.) long and uses water as the transmitting 

medium.    This results in a presentation somewhat different from that 

for the solid horn. 

The pattern of sound waves emerging from the small end of the 

horn was found to be similar to the pattern for plane waves going 

through a single all t.    photographs of single slit diffraction can be 

found in Bergmann (1954) and Hiedemann (1939).    These same references 

contain photographs of Fresnel zones of single slits which may be com- 

pared with the Fresnel zone of the central slit of the zone plate; 

however, a photograph of ultrasonic waves focussed by a zone plate was 

not published. 
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An ultrasonic zon« plate behaves In the same way as an optical 

one. The principles of operation of an optical zone plate can be found 

In alaost any general optics text such as Jenkins and White (1957). 

The focus of the zone plate can be compared with the focus of a lens; 

however, It Is Impossible to photograph the optical wave field near the 

focus. On the other hand, photographs of the wave field near the focus 

of an ultrasonic zone plate can be readily made using the sohlleren 

technique. 

II. AN ULTRASONIC EXPONENTIAL HORN 

Design 

The first horn was built of brass and was of circular cross- 

section. The patterns coming from the throat were observed by the 

schlieren technique. However, the gain In Intensity predicted by the 

simplified horn theory was not observed. Therefore, the horn was 

redesigned so that the sound field Inside the horn could be Investi- 

gated. It was redesigned aa In Fig. 1 with a rectangular cross-section 

leaving both sides open so that the sound field could be observed by 

the schlieren technique. It was also designed so that the separation 

of the top and the bottom halves could be varied. These adjustments 

made possible a departure from a true exponential horn but did not 

affect the focussing properties markedly, although they did affect the 

way the ultrasonic wsves emerged from the horn, as will be shown. 
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The cross-sectional area of the horn was of the form 

s = s0e.-** , (i) 

where S Is the cross-sectional area at a distance x from the mouth, 

and S0 la the cross-sectional area of the mouth. For the case when 

the width is constant, equation (1) can be written as 

y = /oe'" , (2) 

where y Is the half-separation. The horn was designed with a flare 

constant m = .391 and with a half width at the throat y0 =1.5 cm. 

Simplified Horn Theory 

Horns for audible sound wares in air are normally used to 

Increase the effective radiating area of a small piston.    Here the 

piston, producing approximate plane wares. Is placed at the throat. 

The wares then emerge at a lower intensity at the mouth of the horn. 

Howerer, the wares are no longer plane wares but hare ware fronts 

whose shape depend on the configuration of the horn. 

Since the horn under consideration was made to accept plane 

wares at its mouth rather than its throat, the situation was quite 

different from the audible ease discussed abore.   The most obrlous dif- 

ference Is that the surfaces of equal phase at the mouth are now 

planar.    Kinsler end Frey (1950) glre a simplified horn theory which 

can be adapted to this new situation.    This theory Is dependent on the 

following assumptions:    (1) the medium is completely linear for the 

amplitude of rlbratlons under consideration;  (2) the sound wares begin 

as plane wares and remain plane throughout the horn; and (3) the horn 
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valli ar« perfectly rigido    These considerations lead to the wave 

equation for horns? 

O) 
where u. is the particle displacement,, and Sx is the cross-section at 

x. 

In order to make equation (3) applicable to an exponential horn, 

equation (1) is substituted for Sx giving: 

J U) 
Assuming a solution of the form; 

u *   A e 

it is found upon substitution that the allowed values of tf ere? 

(5) 

V-iT  - \^- ^A . (6) 
Letting oc = -5L and/tf =u Jr -   K    , the general solution of equation 

(4.) can be written as; 

U e      \Ae        '    + 6e j 
.      (7) 
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Th« schlieren technique used to view these vsves responds to 

change in density relative to the density of the undisturbed aediua. 

This means the effect depends on the condensation or« in like manner« 

on the acoustic pressure which Is: 

The factor 6 in this expression represents the increase in 

pressure produced by the corresponding decrease in cross-sectional 

area.    The expression in brackets represents a standing wave produced 

by the Interference of the two oppositely travelling waves.    The 

schlieren pattern for the standing wave should consist of lines per- 

pendicular to the direction of propagation and spaced a half wave- 

length apart.    Thus,, the simplified horn theory predicts a standing 

wave pattern superimposed on a field of exponentially increasing 

intensity as the distance from the mouth increases. 

According to Morse (1948) good transmission dspends on mini- 

mum reflection from the walls of the horn.   Reflections tend to cause 

energy to be trapped and dissipated in the horn.    Thus, the particle 

velocities near the walls should always be parallel to the walls.    A 

horn with plane waves incident at the mouth will cause reflections. 

At the very mouth of the horn the angle of incidence on the walls of 

the horn is 59.6 ' whereas for good transmission through the horn« it 

should be nearer 90°.    It should, therefore, be expected that energy 

will be trapped in the horn under considerstion.    The schlieren 
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photographs verify this and show the positions at which this occurs. 

The Radiation Past the Throat 

The radiation pattern past the throat is very similar to the 

radiation pattern which would be obtained by passing plane waves 

through a slit even though the waves emerging from the throat are not 

plane. The single slit case will be treated here, and then differences 

between the two situations will be discussed. 

Assume plane waves passing through a slit of lengthX end 

width a as shown in Pig. 2, The element of pressure contributed by 

the strip of width dz and length k.  along the y axis can be found by 

integrating the contributions to the pressure from each area element 

dydz. (For the case y^C'C p^) ^ia results in the following equations 

dP -    -^FT-    s y^ di      . (9) 
where k is the wave constant, ü0 is the velocity amplitude of the sur- 

face element,  and^5 =    ,. ££—•- .    The term -SL2l£/L- is the familiar 

expression for the variation of light amplitude with angle for a sin- 

gle slit diffraction pattern (Jenkins and White, 1937).    Since in the 

linear approximation the relation between pressure and condensation is 

? - ftC S i the condensation amplitude at P varies with angle Just as 

the pressure does. 

Equation (9) gives only the contribution of the strip element 

lying along the y-axis; however, it should be adequate to explain the 

patterns obtt^ned.    Justification of this assumption is found in the 
qualitative agreement between the theory and the experimentally 
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expression for the variation of light amplitude with angle for a sin- 

gle slit diffraction pattern (Jenkins and White, 1957).    Since in the 

linear approximation the relation between pressure and condensation is 

P = ^ £ 5 , the condensation amplitude at P varies with angle Just as 

the pressure does. 

Equation (9) gives only the contribution of the atrip element 

lying along the y-axisj however, it should be adequate to explain the 

patterns obtained.    Justification of this assumption is found in the 
qualitative agreement between the theory and the experimentally 
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Pigur« 2. Slit for Calculating the Radiation Pattern from the Throat. 

observed radiation patterns described later in the paper. Consider the 

dependence on 0 as given by the term ^in^ö    , jn order to more conven- 

iently represent this graphically, the expression log^Q a^^  is 

plotted versus 9 in Fig. 3 for the case _^_ = .329. 
a 

For these conditions of .A- , we refer to the horn as a medium 
a 

horn. Values of A- = 1.16 and 0.230 refer to the small horn and large 
a 

horn respectively,    plots of log^    8i-n/d   for the other horns are sim- 
/*' 

liar to Fig. 3 although there is only one lobe in the case of the small 

horn. 
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EKp<rln»ntal Procedure 

The horn and crystal transducer were centered in the test area of 

a schlieren system end aligned so that the sound beam passed through the 

light beam at normal incidence. This arrangement is shown in Fig. ^.  The 

sound beam was adjusted parallel to the axis of the horn, by obtaining a 

symmetrical pattern inside the horn. 

The intensity of the source was adjusted so that the pattern 

inside the horn could be seen with maximum contrast and detail.    Start- 

ing Just outside the mouth of the horn, frames were tsken of sections 

of the horn such that each frame would overlap the preceeding frame. 

Upon reaching the throat, a frame was taken of the pattern radiated 

from the throat. 

The first run was made with the horn adjusted for 0.1b2 cm. 

separation.    The horn with this adjustment is referred to as the "medium 

horn".    Succeeding runs were made with separations of 0.064 cm.  (small 

horn) and 0.324 cm. (large horn). 

Discussion of Results 

Figure 5 is the small horn with A-   =1.162.    First, it is 
s 

obvious thst reflections are present and there is an interference pat- 

tern inside the horn.    The threads on the post at the mouth of the horn 

were always toward the upper wall of the horn.    The small hemispheres 

along the top are bubbles caused by csvitstion at a higher intensity 

than that used for this photograph.   This cavitation was recognized as 

one of the problems in achieving good transmission with the first horn 
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Figure 5. Schlieren photograph of the Sound Field in the Small Horn. 
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of circular cross-section.    Gavitation was evidently produced at the 

regions of high intensity^ and the bubbles caused reflections within the 

horn.    The interference pattern in the horn does not start along the 

axis of the horn until some place behind the front post.    This is as it 

should be because the waves first reflected at the very front of the 

horn are reflected at an angle of 30»4.° from the surface of the walls, 

which are inclined at an angle of 30.4° from the horizontal at this 

point.    By geometry it is found that a reflection from this point will 

reach the axis of the horn at 0.84. cm. from the mouth» Just behind the 

post in all photographs of the horn»    The interference pattern itself 

is quite symmetrical in all the pictures.    It can also be seen that 

there are many positions within the horn at which energy is concen- 

trated and dissipated.    The pattern at the end of the horn in Fig.  5 

has only one lobe as predicted by theory. 

Figure 6 is a photograph of the medium horn.    It was taken using 

a higher sound intensity than in any of the other photographs.    The 

interference pattern within the horn shows even more clearly in the 

medium horn than in the small horn.    The spots of high intensity in the 

pattern near the mouth are arranged in smooth curves from top to bot- 

tom.    These curves are similar to the surfaces of equal phase in the 

coordinate system given by Morse (1948).    The surfaces of equal phase 

in that coordinate system can only be produced when no reflections 

occur and no interference pattern is present.    However, the interfer- 

ence pattern can give insight into the relative phases at different 

points.    Hiedemann and Breazeale (1939) give a schlieren photograph of 
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Figure 6. Schlieren Photograph of the Sound Field in the Medium Horn. 
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a similar Interference pattern»    They show a stroboscopic photograph 

of the same field, which shows that the surfaces of equal phase are 

alternately corrugated and discontinuous in such a field. 

Figure 3 is the predicted pattern at the throat of the medium 

horn.    This shows that the side lobe on either side  should be expected 

at an angle of 28.1° from the central lobe and another at 54°.    The 

average of the angles of the side lobes in Fig. 6 is 29.5°.    The second 

set of lobes at 54° in Fig. 3 is very faint in the photograph. 

Figure 7 is a photograph of the large horn.    This photograph 

shows minute detail of the pattern within the horn and the pattern out- 

side the throat.    The irregularity of t ie pattern near the throat is 

caused by heat schlieren. 

The pattern past the throat shows lobes at approximately 19.5° 

(an average of the two angles).    The theory predicts that the first 

side lobes will be at 19.30°, which indicates close agreement with 

experimental results.    The other two pairs of side lobes predicted by 

theory were too weak to be detected with this setting of the schlieren 

slit.    The agreement between calculated and measured lobe angles points 

out that the shape of th»   "ave front emerging from the throat actually 

has little effect on this characteristic of the single slit diffraction 

pattern. 
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Figure 7. Schlieren photograph of the Sound Field in the Large Horn. 
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II.    AN ULTRASONIC ZONE PUTE 

Design 

An ultrasonic zone plate was designed so as to focus ultrasound 

In the sane way that an optical zone plate focusses light.    This zone 

plate Is shown In Pig. 8.    As can be seen« it was designed such that 

the focus would be along a line parallel to the silts In the plate 

rather than at a point.    The actual silt widths and separations ware 

determined from the following considerations of the Fresnel pattern 

behind the zone plate. 

The Fresnel Field 

Consider the zone plate shown In Pig. 8 with the distance from 

the centtrr given by x.    Let plane waves be incident from the left.    If 

a focus la desired at a point on the axis a distance nan from the zone 

plate, the contributions from all the slits in the zone plate must be 

In phase at that point.    Thus, the path lengths to the slits must dif- 

fer by an integral cumber of wavelengths.    The width of the slits is 

determined by requiring that the distances to the focus from the oppo- 

site sides of the slit differ by a half wavelength.    Thus, the 

distance of all the edges can btf combined into the expression a ♦ _SA 

(n is an integer).    If a » nX, the expression can be solved to give 

x =/änA (11) 

This is the equation governing the widths and locations of the slits 

in the plate. 
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Consider the Fresnel zone of the central alit„    This is nor- 

mally defined as the region in which the contributions of horizontal 

elements in the slit produce an interference pattern.    The limit of the 

pattern along the axis is the point at which contributions from the 

opposite sides of the slit are in phase because of a path difference of 

one wavelength.    At greater distances the difference in path length 

will always be less than a wavelength, and the contributions will never 

be in phase again.    If the width of the central slit is c, it is easy 

to show that the distance b to the end of the Fresnel zone of a single 

slit is given by; 

b = —8-5^- W 

Experimental procedure 

The experimental setup was similar to that given for the expo- 

nential horn in Fig. A. The only difference is that the focus of the 

zone plate was in the test area in place of the horn. In fact, the 

first frame was taken with the zone plate in the test area. The crys- 

tal and zone plate were moved 1.5 cm. away from the test area between 

succeeding frames. This gave photographs of the sound field past the 

zone plate which overlapped each other. 

Discussion of Results 

The photograph obtained by piecing together those photographs 

from the eleven frames taken is shown in Fig. 4.    The zone plate is the 

vertical black strip to the left.   Markers show up approximately 1.6 cm. 

apart along the bottom of the photograph.    The narrow black lines to 



tha l e f t of the zone pi*'.* ere standing waves caused by tha raf lact ion 

froa tha surface of the zone plato , 

Tfca tone plat* was designed with equation (11) using a = 10 ca. 

sad A - 0.149 ca. for 1 a . c . This means, of course, that i f tha assump-

t ion of plans weves i s good* the focus should be found 10 ca. froa the 

sons p la t s . The focus shown in Fig. 9 i s located s t spproxiastsly 

0 .6 ca. Evidently, the essuaption of plans vavss i s not sxact. This 

i s to be expected since the crystal i s not a point source and was not 

Iocsted far enough away to approximate en in f in i t e distance. The sxect 

posit ion of the focus i s not e*sy to determine., The focus was taken 

to hs directly above the ninth asreer. 

Using equation (!?•) to calculate the and of the Presnel zone of 

ths central s l i t , i t i s found that i t shou_i be 4.92 ca. froa the zone 

p i s t e . In Figure 9 ths regularity cf the pattern seems to give out 

just ebove the four tn ttarxer ^2.85 cm.,. Honever, re f lec t ions aa*e i t 

iapossihls to t e l l whether the zone sn«nds beyond th i s . Ths deter-

mination of the Fresnel zone would be Bade easier i f the csatral s l i t 

wmra mil within the photograph. The f l i t i s 2.44 ca. wide, while the 

ptotogrsph cavsrs only 1.73 ca.. in a ver t i ca l direction. Not only w i l l 

re f l ec t ions in the tan* destroy the regular pattern in ths FTssnel sone 

of the central s l i t , but a-aj in t er f erons with waves froa nearby s l i t s 

asar contribute to i t s destruction, particularly at greetsr distmacss 

near ths end of the zone. The photograph does asks i t c l s s r , howsvert 

by tns regular pattern near the p.ate , that such s sons doss ex i s t . 
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Figure 9. Schlieran photograph of the Focua of tha Ultrasonic Zona Plata. 
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i n . STJWART AMD COHCLOSIOMB 

Photographs of the ultrasonic wave f i e l d ins id* an exponential 

horn indicates that the aiapleat configuration of a plana wave aourca 

rediating into tha large and of the horn produces an interfersnce pat-

tarn throughout tha horn* At tha aariaa of this pattern are to ca 

found tha larga intens i t i e s aapectad. However, the photographs show 

that tha largeat intensity i s to be found inside the horn, If the 

interior of tha horn ia accessible for study of f i n i t e amplitude 

• f f a c t a , than th is vould not be a disadvantage, A acre desirable pro-

cedure, however^ would ba to use a concave transducer which would 

produce spherical ,or -.ylindrical} wave fronts at the aoutn. This 

would eliminate the interference aaxiaa inside tha horn end produce 

tha highest intens i t i es at tne throat. Such transducers can ba Bade 

froa a bari-ja titanate cereaic which can be aolded into tha desired 

shape 

The photograph of tha focus of tha ultrasonic sone plate 

indicates that hign intens i t i es could be produced at tha focus* i t 

would ca desirable to uae the present zone plate with a larger trana-

ducer having the sase area as the acne plate . Alternatively, a 

aaa-ler *one p_ate could be constructed to ba used witn tha praaent 

transducers. l i ther altarnativa would aajca the assumption of pi-rrr 

waves nore nearly correct, i f a focus to a point i s desired rather 

than a focus tc a l i n e , a zone piaxe could ba constructed with c i r -

cular zones lUca tne faa i l i ar optical zone plates , 
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Wave Interactions at Plane Boundaries 

A. L. Van Buren 
Department of Physics 

The University of Tennessee 

Correction to p.p. 33-86 of Thurston's "Wave Propagation In Fluids and 
Normal Solids" In Physical Acoustics, Vol.  I, Part A, Edited by Mason. 

This memo Is Intended to give a correct set of aquations 

describing wave Interaction at plane boundaries.    The general case Is 

considered of a wave Incident on the boundary between two media, each 

of which can support both shear and longitudinal waves.    The first case 

considered is a shear wave incident on the boundary.    The treatment of 

Thurston is correct through equation 369, page 33;  at this point he 

makes a wrong defirition of the normal stress.    The correct normal 

stress to consider is Tvv.    We begin inmediately after Eq.  369: 

From B4.   (327) with Tj* = o^and S = S0, the shear eid normal 

stresses or. the  interface are 

yx        u TY + IX 

Tyy =       X'     |u * v |v 
dX 3Y ^y 

(370) 

Continuity of u, v, T    , and T      at the interface leads to a set of four yx yy 
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linear elgebreic equetiors fron uhicb tho amplitude retios can be 

determined. Denotirg the complcx cnplitude ratios by 

*X 

a, r.«̂  (371) 

r-.d introducing also "the ebbrevlatiora 

2 - PgVg f. . V, ^ * • J p - "»>. fi • »] 
us 287 m-t the set of equations for the anplit-Jcle re t ios in the follow-

ing matrix form: 

2 sin 29^ -Si"! 2d -2f2 
e* 
~fl 

+ sin 2d 

2 cos 29̂  COS 2d 22 3inatcoad̂ t -2 sir.dcosd̂  r cos 2d 

-cos cos 9 -sin «it -sin 0]̂ . T -coa 9 

sin at sit? 9 -cos 9lt cos dĵ  R ain 9 

(373) 

For £ £iven Incident ueve, the directions of the reflected end 

refracted waves can be obtained fron t"i. (3^6)» arid their amplitudes cer. 

be obteined from Eq. (373). The edditionel discussion will be limited 

to the moat important special ceae - that of a t rect ion-free bo tindery, 

1. c . , the case when there ia no aecond medium. 

In thia case i t i s easily shown that r and T can be obteined 
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from Eq.   (373) by setting Z = 0.    We then have the pair of equations 

-r sin 29   -    f^    =    sin 29 

r cos 29     -     2R sin 9 cosft.      =   cos 29 
(374) 

There are two angles of incidence for which R = 0; normal incidence 

(9=0, r =1), and incidence at 45° (9 = 45°, r = -1). 

For incidence at exactly the critical angles sin 9 = (V^Anl) * 

we have f^ = [cos 29/sin 9], cos 9]^. = u, and Eq. (374.) implies 

r = 1 and R = -2sin 9 sin 29.  -jhis indicates a longitudinal wave 
cos 29 

traveling parallel to the free surface, its amplitude being somewhat 

less than twice that of the incident shear wave. 

Beyond the critical angle, the solution applies formally with 

sin ft. still given by Eq. (366), but since sin 9, > 1, 9-^, itself is 

complex with, in accordance with Eq. (313), a purely imaginary cosine 

given by 

Cos 
»lr=-J »In2^ - 1 

thus. 

jYBlv= jY(-jJiL 
V_l 

cos 9 lr ) - I2L 
V 

cos 9lr 
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This meens that the dilatatlonal part of the disturbance in Eq.   (368) 

dies away exponentially with increasing distance below the surface. 

3.    LONGITUDINAL WAVES 

Just as in the preceding case, an incident longitudinal wave 

gives rise to reflected and refracted waves of both types.    We repre- 

sent the incident wave by 

I = NjLjexp Mt -    I ;  r  ) 
V 

where N   is again given by Eq.  (300).    Transmitted and reflected shear 

and longitudinal waves can be represented by Eqs.   (362)  and (363).    Then 

Eq.  (365) holds except that the first equation is replaced by 

U]^ = (i sin Ö + J cos 0)Li exp jcü(t - I cos Q •*• x sln 0 ) 
V 1 

In place of Eq.   (366), we find 

sin 0      sin 9.. 

Vpl 

sin 9r      sin 9^      sin 0^. 

~1 ^ V, (375) 

Hence, 9^   =9, sines greater than unity can be handled as before. 

However, this is possible only of the transmitted waves, since Vi<VX)i> 
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Figure 15 illustrates the angles in Eq.   (375).    In this case it is con- 

venient to define 

7   ~    V    ■ 
x        sin 9 

(376) 

then the (X.t) dependence is slu&ys given by  the factor 

> (t-X/Vj. 

The displacement components in medium 2 are still given by Eq.  (369) 
.   transmitted 
I ?h-3ar 

Medium 2 
transmitted 

longitudinal 

reflected 
longitudinal 

reflected 
sheer incident i 

longitudinal 
Fig: 15. Reflection and refraction of an incident longitudinal 

wave at the interface between two solids. 
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To express the displacement components in medium 1, we redefine 

D     ü) cos 0« 
Ply = — ^ 

(377) 

and use the other abbreviations in Eq. (367), recalling 0=0.. ; 

u = exp[Joo(t-|-)] [sin 0 (Lje^^ly - I^e^ly) + sre
JYßly cos ©] 

v = exp[Ja)(t- |-)] [cos 0 (Lje'^ly + I^eJ^ly) + Sre
JYßly sin Ö] . 

continuity of u, v, Tyx, end Tvv at the interface again leads to «a set 

of four linear algebraic equations for the amplitude ratios with the 

abbreviations 

Lj Lj ^      6     p^'      2      72
l J 

(379) 

LT 

'>-¥ cos 26, 
The equations take the following form: 

cos 9. 

sin et 

-Z sin 29t 

Z cos 29. 

-cos 9 

sin 9, 

sin 20, 

sin 9, 

-cos 9 

Z f. 

It 

It 

cos 29r 21 Zsin 29lt-JÜ 

P2 'Pi 

sin 9 t 

cos 9 

1 

r 

T 

sin 29 R 

sin 9 

-cos 9 

Jl  sin 29 
V. 

(380) 'pl 
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The special case of a frsa surface (Z = 0) has been discussed in 

detail by Arenberg (16). Some of the most important results were sua-

mariaed by Maaon (9» pages 23-26). 


